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AGENDA 

A. Greetings and introductions  
 

Lee Bennett called the meeting to order.  Round robin introductions were made. 
 

B. District’s Progress Reports Regarding Work Conducted Since Last Committee Meeting  
 
Lucerne – They are working on switching their paint & body class to one that is ASE certified by graduation and then transferrable to VVC. 
 
Hesperia – Their Auto class is changing direction to cover automation and electronics that so many cars now have, including automotive lane departure, 
phone interaction, cars that will automatically turn corners and change lanes by themselves, etc. The goal is to shift student’s understanding about how 
those systems work. Last year students built a fully-automated car (1:24 scale) and set it on the campus so it could learn how to move around the 
campus. A student walked in front of it unexpectedly, and it stopped and readjusted. They are also working on combining automotive and engineering. 
They are branching out more on diagnostics. There was some resistance at first, but programming and software has become more of interest to 
students. Students that have been hired at General Atomics would never have passed entrance exams without Auto, Robotics, and Engineering 
experience at the HS level. There needs to be more to a an Auto class besides changing oil, tires, etc. Engineering, fabrication, etc. are now included in 
curriculum for advanced students. They have a full machine shop with CNC on site they they can access, which will hopefully help students gain NIMS 
and NATEF certifications. 
 
Victor Valley   - They shared about the electric car build kit with the VVC switch lab. They are trying to get kids excited about being engaged in the field, 
working on cars after school, being employable, transferring to community college programs. They are not ASE, SP2. 
 
Adelanto – They have been using Precision Exams to gauge student understanding. 
 
Trona – They just started their program. They have a  small population – 9-12 grades have 85 kids. For a public school, they are really well funded. Their 
Administration has been very progressive and have invested $120k on their welding program. Their new teacher would love to learn more by visiting 
some of the other programs at the high schools and learning how his students can also learn the business side of things by doing oil changes for school 
staff, etc. He asked to be kept informed of any teacher externship opportunities. 
 
Sultana – Teacher is eager to build up the program. He has been speaking with Greiner about getting back into the ASE first program. He wants to get 
things moving in the right direction. 
 
Apple Valley – Josh Dollar shared about the K16 Bridge program. He also shared about Skills USA and that those students are pushed on their Soft 
Skills/Career Skills, which are things that are commonly brought up by industry as lacking amongst young students. Building competencies around 



those skills are a huge push at the moment and participating in a CTSO, such as SkillsUSA helps those students attain them and see them in practical use. 
Lots of certificates and curriculum are trying to push alongside what industry is saying they need, with a focus on electrical diagnosis. His class submitted 
for NATEF accreditation. He is waiting to be assigned an ETL (Eval Team Leader) to get through the process soon. Precision Exams is being used in intro 
class. The students have been excited about what they’re learning. Advanced students have the opportunity to get a Student ASE certification, which 
indicates that they have the knowledge base but not the industry experience. They have the opportunity to take A1-A8 tests twice a year, including pre 
and post tests. They receive the certificate the first time they take it. 

 
UPS  asked if students who earn Precision Exams certificates get priority at VVC? Josh Dollar shared that if students achieve a B or better, they receive 
articulation credits. 
 
Silver Valley – They have a small student population as well, with 400 enrolled, but a strong Auto program . They have CDX – SP2. 
 
Barstow – They are working on getting their program going again. They have had lots of teacher turnover causing many of their students to attend Auto 
classes at Barstow CC, which is considered Middle College. The HS currently only has 1 class of 10th graders and are basically hanging on by a thread. The 
high school is nearby jobs at BNSF, Fort Irwin, Yermo, etc. so they have the potential to fill jobs with students coming out of their program; they just have 
to find a way to make a comeback. Students previously participated in the Hot Rodders of Tomorrow Engine Rebuilding Contest, so they hope to do that 
again this year. SkillsUSA is the best tool they have at the moment to motivate students. 

 
Matt asked the group to share their achievements in SkillsUSA: 
 
Josh shared that they have 9th and 10th graders now who are competing as individuals in diagnostics and Auto Service Tech.They compete with modules 
in precision measurement, micrometers, using scan tools/trouble codes, identifying sensor data, related to codes, etc. There is also a written exam. 

 
C. VVC Update 

Lee Bennett asked what isn’t working? He needs to try and determine what needs to change in order to get people employed by industry. Auto seems to 
have a greater need and greater challenges for new employees than most industries do. Tax payers have spent millions of dollars building the VVC 
program, including buying a new facility, tools, etc. so the College needs to ensure that they are paying it forward by producing enough skilled workers 
out of their program to fill some of the gaps in local businesses and shops.  
They are including Auto 77.3 in their required curriculum, which covers automotive workplace professionalism.; They can no longer count on common 
sense or common knowledge since students come from so many different backgrounds. The class teaches things that used to be expected out of all 
employees. 
 
Lee discussed Certificates of Achievement at VVC: 
 
They have redesigned/rebuilt/restructured their programs. If a student wants to major in automotive, he encourages that students don’t pursue an AA 
degree. Students should focus, instead, on certificates of achievement, which are transcribed on transcripts, recognized by chancellor’s office, and 
vetted by the state.. Colleges don’t get money any more just for having students enrolled in courses; they only get paid if they produce results . They 



have discontinued all career preparation programs and built these news certificates instead. There are four more coming down the pipeline, all between 
12 and 22 units. They are small/compartmentalized programs.  
 
Data and statistics – Earning an AA isn’t their goal, as they are not really needed for industry. Students need applicable skill sets to make money for 
industry and solve problems in the real world. An AA degree isn’t the ticket to a job, the ability to produce is. Auto us the only department on campus 
that has done this so far, but it is the future of where this the rest are headed.  
Students will be challenged to think differently, use logic/reasoning, diagnose, and improve upon their math skills, which will help them succeed in the 
industry.  
 
CA passed AB705, which requires that students must be set up to pass College, including  transferable English and Math credits within 1 year. Colleges 
can no longer use assessment tests. Students are placed in College Eng/Math or just one below upon enrollment and are expected to finish those within 
2 semesters. Currently, most students are placed 2 or 3 levels below. If a HS level student comes in, about 82% don’t test into college level math or 
English. The trickle down is that the likelihood of failing is likely; 60% will fail first term. Classes are going from 4 to 6 units. If a student has no previous 
college units and fail both classes, they are automatically on probation. If they fail again by the 2nd semester, they receive academic dismissal for at least 
1 year. Instead, students should have the goal to work on certificates and build some credits prior to academic hits, if they happen, and can weather 
change. 
 
In the last 3 years, the College has seen about a 30% hit in enrollment. When the economy is good, CC enrollment goes down. Auto has a little higher 
percentages which is probably a reflection on the rigor of the courses and ASE sets the bar pretty high. They are no longer seen as a hobby shop or an 
easy A. They no longer get students who abuse financial aid. This past few weeks, multiple instructors have spoken to how strong the students are now 
that are coming to the program. What they are striving for right now is to be similar to VVC’s Nursing program, which has nearly a 100% NCLEX 
pass rate, the 3rd highest rated in the country, 2nd in the state.  A nurse doesn’t make much more than a good, high-functioning mechanic, so the 
percentages should reflect one another. The mindset is to increase rigor in the Auto program, take the hit in enrollment, and then build it back up so 
industry clamors to get VVC graduates because they are of such high quality.  The benefit to the high schools is that these certs help students prove 
cradle to career. There is now a tracking system for certs of achievement by SSN to determine long term success rates. This could soon be happening in 
K12 CTE programs. Their budget to operate this program is just over $6K annually, so they still need to chase money such as through Perkins and SWF. 
 
They currently offer six certificates of achievement and there will be more once the curriculum is aligned with the other 7 colleges in the region.  They 
want to ensure that courses transfer well between the community colleges. Community colleges want to be responsive to industry needs but changing 
curriculum is a long process, usually within there years. 
 
Lee discussed integrating robotics technology into the curriculum. Every grant opportunity they have is being written towards electrical vehicle 
technology. He commented on how students become more engaged with what is relevant, such as robotics.  
 

 

 
 



 
D. Industry Trends Update (Provided by Industry Partners) 

 
Lee  asked UPS if they are doing anything to address compressed natural gas?  They responded that  they don’t think the College needs a separate class 
for that.  Good technicians with those skills can figure out the C&G when they start working in industry.  Having a student with mechanical abilities and 
reasoning skills is the first step and they can teach them the gap skills.  He added that electrical is really the wave of the future. Fossil fuels will soon be 
phased out completely in their trucks. 

Matt Wells shared data from industry.  Lee stated that the data is often understated, as it doesn’t usually include growth vs replacement data.  

Randy asked why there is difficulty filling the need for automotive positions? Lee gave his opinion that the cost of living is going up but wages paid to 
technicians has not increased as much as it should to match.  Lee doesn’t think this money is being pocketed but that there are also additional costs to 
doing business.  Average repair shops are really where the issue is.  The larger businesses like the dealerships and the transportation industries like the 
railroad have been able to stay caught up, but disparity may be part of the problem.  

Randy shared that industry has issues with employees leaving who don’t want to have to purchase their own tools, etc. 

Greiner has said he lost 4 technicians in a few weeks and needs more.  Where did they go?  BNSF – better pay, benefits, etc. and somewhere that is 
better for their families, quality of life, etc.  There is definitely a correlation between paying bills, spending time with family, retirement, etc.  It was 
suggested that repair shops may need to look at reconfiguring/repairing how they pay their employees.  Jared commented that he  left for UPS because 
it just made more financial sense.  Small independent shops and dealerships need to look at how they hire and may need to charge their customers more 
to make up for pay increases for their staff. Someone commented that they think the pay gap is starting to curve in the right way because the public is 
starting to see that autos are more complicated and they are ok with being charged $175-$180 per hour.  

Lee – Free market economy is going to find it’s own balance.  Shops that can’t figure that out are going to have a hard time staying in business. 
Employees are not suggesting their kids to go into the business because they are no longer seen as stable, high end wage jobs.  

UPS – They are heavily moving away from diesel to gas and alternative.  Curriculum should be written around alternative fuel needs.  Medium duty 
trucks used to use them but they don’t tend to last like a road tractor does.  Stop and go delivery is really difficult on them.  Gas is 1/3 of cost and the 
trucks  last just as long.  They receive tax incentives from the government because they used to include diesel as alternative fuel.  

MTA – They have 7 electric buses on order, 11 near zero emissions in operation.  120 revenue vehicles, 95 of which are C&G, the rest are unleaded. 
There are more and more government Incentives for doing that.  VVC asked if they are retrofitting.  The response was that 20% of purchases by 2022 
must be electric.  They looked at hydrogen but they think that electric is more feasible.  The demand charges of electric vehicles is huge and can be 
incredibly costly.  SCRTTC – Transit commission – train transit bus technicians.  They currently have 25 mechanics in high desert and are short 3. There is 
a high demand for transit bus mechanics.  Comm Colleges are partnering with SCRTTC to do training programs.  Incentives and bonuses are available for 
employees.  Top technicians are paid $30-$35/hr. They offer benefits and retirement and 401ks. 

UPS – has a big need for electrical diagnostic technicians.  Their trucks include telematics that will tell notify shops which can then connect with driver to 
tell them to pre-empt issues.  Mechanically inclined people who can communicate issues are important.  



On the Heavy Duty side people need to possess CA driver's licenses and have good driving records. VVC staff implored HS instructors to please stress to 
their students how important a good driving record is. Two points against driving license can make them uninsurable.  

UPS – mechanics need to be 12 months clean, 3 years back clean and have a good health curriculum. 

Nontraditional – Walmart distro – had 1 from AVHS.  Randy had 6 in program.  UPS has a couple from VVC.  Transit Authority – 2 service advisors are 
female.  VVC – maybe a little more in service writing.  JSPAC conference – promoting females in nontraditional fields.  Same exact percentage in nursing 
flipped by gender.  Medical has been more successful at changing that.  More money in that industry.  Employers are very very large, not 300 mom and 
pop shops with nurses.  

Charlotte Allen wants to get cards from industry, establish relationships with them so she can learn what industry is looking for, how to place students, 
and be a filter to suggest strong students.  

 


